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Mapping the Local Organization of Cell Membranes Using Excitation-
Polarization-Resolved Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy
Alla Kress, Xiao Wang, Hubert Ranchon, Julien Savatier, Hervé Rigneault, Patrick Ferrand, and Sophie Brasselet*
Aix Marseille Université, CNRS, Centrale Marseille, Institut Fresnel, UMR 7249, F-13013 Marseille, France
ABSTRACT Fluorescence anisotropy and linear dichroism imaging have been widely used for imaging biomolecular orienta-
tional distributions in protein aggregates, fibrillar structures of cells, and cell membranes. However, these techniques do not give
access to complete orientational order information in a whole image, because their use is limited to parts of the sample where the
average orientation of molecules is known a priori. Fluorescence anisotropy is also highly sensitive to depolarization mecha-
nisms such as those induced by fluorescence energy transfer. A fully excitation-polarization-resolved fluorescence microscopy
imaging that relies on the use of a tunable incident polarization and a nonpolarized detection is able to circumvent these limita-
tions. We have developed such a technique in confocal epifluorescence microscopy, giving access to new regions of study in the
complex and heterogeneous molecular organization of cell membranes. Using this technique, we demonstrate morphological
changes at the subdiffraction scale in labeled COS-7 cell membranes whose cytoskeleton is perturbed. Molecular orientational
order is also seen to be affected by cholesterol depletion, reflecting the strong interplay between lipid-packing regions and
their nearby cytoskeleton. This noninvasive optical technique can reveal local organization in cell membranes when used as
a complement to existing methods such as generalized polarization.
INTRODUCTION
Investigating biological processes using the polarization of
light is a well developed approach for studying the struc-
tural organization of proteins and lipids. In cell biology,
such organization is the direct signature of molecular inter-
action mechanisms that play a determining role in biolog-
ical functions such as cell shape maintenance and motility
(1), vesicular trafficking (2), or signaling (3). In fluores-
cence, the orientational organization of molecules comes
into play, because they are preferentially excited when their
absorption transition dipole is parallel to the incident polar-
ization direction. This property has been exploited in
fluorescence anisotropy for decades (4) by comparing the
fluorescence signals recorded along analysis directions
parallel and perpendicular to the incident polarization.
Fluorescence anisotropy and its equivalent scheme, linear
dichroism (which considers two orthogonal excitation
polarizations), have been primarily developed for studies
in solution, giving access to information on the orienta-
tional dynamics of proteins and, consequently, on their
structure and conformation. The application of these meth-
odologies to imaging, initiated in isotropic media such as
for the mapping of cell cytoplasm viscosity (5), have
been focused more recently on biomolecular assemblies
exhibiting a degree of orientational order. Fluorescence
anisotropy and linear dichroism have helped to solve
important questions, giving evidence of glycoprotein’s
confinement in cell membranes to nanometer-scale lipid
domains (6), septin filament conformation in cell division
(7), cytoskeleton actin organization (8,9), a-synuclein
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aggregation in fibrils involved in neurodegenerative
diseases (10), membrane receptor conformational changes
upon cell activation (11), and plasma membrane
morphology specificities (2,12).

These techniques suffer from some limitations, however.
First, they are not adapted to ordered samples, given that
they rely on a preferential photoselection (or emission)
direction imposed by the incident excitation polarization
(or analyzer). They are consequently unable to provide
complete information on how the molecular assembly is
oriented (defined by its average orientation) and how it is
angularly ordered (defined by the molecular orientational
order). Since only one of these two parameters is accessible,
a measure of molecular orientational order requires working
with samples of controlled geometry, where the averaged
orientation can be known a priori. This explains the wide
range of studies in membranes of round shapes such as
red blood cells (13), giant unilamellar vesicles (14), cell
blebs (15), or round cells (16). Another way to adapt
anisotropy or linear dichroism to oriented structures is to
address only particular regions of the sample where the
molecules lie on average along or perpendicular to the
incident polarization direction, such as horizontal or vertical
parts of a membrane in the cell contour image (11,12,17).
Although both workarounds have allowed new findings,
their limitations considerably reduce the range of explora-
tion, making it impossible to grasp the full complexity of
molecular organization in heterogeneous samples. Finally,
fluorescence anisotropy can be easily biased by depolariz-
ing mechanisms such as energy transfer between neighbor
molecules or the existence of an angle between absorption
and emission transition dipoles in the excited molecule.
Although depolarization induced by fluorescence resonance
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energy transfer between molecules (homo-FRET) has been
advantageously used to image changes in protein clustering
(18,19) or actin polymerization in cells (20), it is detri-
mental when trying to quantify molecular structural organi-
zation. This mechanism can indeed introduce erroneous
interpretations of the data if they are not studied separately
(17,21).

Recently, new techniques, based on tuning of the excita-
tion polarization, have been proposed to circumvent these
limitations by exploiting the full potential of polarized
fluorescence imaging, (21–24). Such techniques, which
can be considered as more universal linear dichroism
methods, allow retrieval of complete information on both
molecular orientational order and average orientation in a
nonambiguous manner in a whole image of the investigated
samples, not just in particular regions. One method (21) was
based on two-photon excitation-polarization tuning, allow-
ing sample sectioning with polarized detection, which,
because it is sensitive to depolarization mechanisms (such
as homo-FRET), can suffer from a low level of signals.
A second scheme (22,23) removed the polarized detection
to circumvent these effects, and improved the time resolu-
tion using wide-field illumination. To avoid polarization
distortion issues, however, this scheme was implemented
in the forward-direction detection mode, which is not appro-
priate for many samples, leads to faster photobleaching, and
does not yield depth sections (24). In this work, we imple-
ment an excitation-polarization-resolved technique in an
epiconfocal sectioning mode, which is appropriate for the
vast majority of biological systems. We discuss the temporal
resolution limit of this method and its ability to work in 3D
orientational directions. In addition, we develop a data
analysis tool that provides considerable improvement in
signal processing time and precision compared to previous
approaches (21), allowing the monitoring of molecular
orientational order and orientation dynamics over time-
scales of seconds. This method is appropriate for the
measurement of phenomena averaged in space over the
diffraction-limit size of an optical microscope and in time
over a timescale of seconds.

We demonstrate the benefits of this configuration in mo-
lecular orientational order imaging along cell-membrane
equatorial contours labeled with lipid probes. We show in
particular that the subdiffraction-scale local morphological
features of a cell membrane can be quantified in vivo,
whereas until now these characteristics have been measured
by indirect or invasive methods (25–27). Studies of cells
affected by pharmacological treatments that induce cyto-
skeleton perturbation or cholesterol depletion show a sig-
nificant change of their molecular orientational order.
The observed effects corroborate previous findings based
on membrane stiffness measurements (28) and generalized
polarization (GP), which measures lipid packing by
the spectral sensitivity of lipid probes to local polarity
(29–31). The new piece of information on subdiffraction-
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scale morphological features can complement investigations
of lipid packing and avoid biased interpretations in existing
methods such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells preparation

All experiments were carried out on fibroblastlike COS-7 cells (American

Type Culture Collection (ATCC) No. CRL-1657, Manassas, VA). COS-7

cells were grown in an incubator at 37�C in Lab-Tek chambers (Nunc,

Rochester, NY) in DMEMmedium (Gibco, Saint Aubin, France) completed

by 10% FBS and 1% sodium pyruvate. Cells were washed and kept in

Hanks buffered salt solution containing 10 mM HEPES (HBSS/HEPES),

pH 7.4, at 37�C, for the duration of the imaging process. Cells were labeled

with di-8-ANEPPQ directly before measurements and after the pharmaco-

logical treatments. For labeling, cells were washed and incubated in inser-

tion buffer (NaCl 130 mM, KCl 5 mM, CaCl2 10 mM, glucose 5 mM, and

HEPES 10 mM) with 1 mMdi-8-ANEPPQ (dissolved by absolute ethanol to

1 mM for preservation and usage) for 2 min at room temperature. After

incubation, cells were washed again and kept in HBSS/HEPES at 37�C
throughout the imaging process. Cells were labeled with DiIC18 directly

before measurements and after the pharmacological treatments. For label-

ing, cells were washed and incubated in HBSS/HEPES with 1 mM DiIC18
(dissolved by absolute ethanol to 1 mM for preservation and usage) for

2 min at room temperature. After incubation, cells were washed again

and kept in HBSS/HEPES at 37�C for the whole imaging process. The

concentration of the dyes used did not affect cell shape for the duration

of the measurements. For pharmacological treatments that alter cytoskel-

eton fibers, cells were washed in HBSS/HEPES and incubated at 37�C
with 1 mM latrunculin A (5 min), 10 mM cytochalasin D (30 min), or

0.5 mM jasplakinolide (5 min). Cells were then washed with HBSS/HEPES

and labeled and kept in HBSS/HEPES with 10-fold-diluted reagent for the

duration of the imaging process. For pharmacological treatments that

deplete cholesterol content, cells were washed in HBSS/HEPES and

incubated at 37�C in serum-free medium with either 2.5 mM or 100 mM

methyl-b-cyclodextrin (MBCD) (5 min). For treatment with cholesterol

oxidase, cells were first starved with serum-free medium for 1 h at 37�C.
Either 1 or 5 units of cholesterol oxidase stock solution was added per

1 ml serum-free medium, and the mixture was then incubated for 2 h.

Cells were then washed with HBSS/HEPES and kept in HBSS/HEPES

for the entire imaging process. Finally, to induce hypotonic shock, cells

were swollen in a solution of 80% H2O and 20% HBSS/HEPES and imaged

after 15 min.
Excitation-polarization-resolved fluorescence
imaging set-up

Measurements were carried out on a custom confocal microscope system,

adapted to allow full control of the polarization state of the excitation

beam (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). Excitation is provided by a

polarized continuous-wave laser (Calypso, Cobolt, Solona, Sweden) emit-

ting at 491 nm that delivers linearly polarized light whose angle of polari-

zation, a, is sequentially rotated by a half-wave plate (WPH05M-488,

Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) mounted on a motorized rotation stage (PR50CC,

Newport, Irvine, CA). After reflection on a dichroic mirror (XF2037-

500DRLP, Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT), the excitation light is focused

onto the sample by a water-immersion objective lens (C-Apochromat

40� UV-VIS-NIR, NA 1.2, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Emitted fluores-

cence is collected by the same lens in an epigeometry, passes through

the dichroic mirror, an emission filter (HQ540/80M-2P, Chroma, Bellows

Falls, VT), and a 75-mm-diameter (1.25 Airy unit) confocal pinhole. The
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fluorescence is detected by a single-photon counting module (SPCM-AQR-

14, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). Measurements are performed at 37�C.
The typical excitation power at the entrance of the objective lens is

10 mW. Imaging is performed by scanning the excitation/observation

volume in the sample using a set of two galvanometric mirrors placed

between the dichroic mirror and the objective lens. The transverse size of

the observation volume, characterized previously (32), is ~200 nm.

Polarization distortion effects in both excitation and collection arms have

been characterized at the focal spot of the objective and in the detection

path of the microscope. The polarization state of light was measured at

different places in the optical set-up, both in the excitation and emission

paths, for different incident polarization angles, a, between 0� and 180�.
Indeed, several optical elements in the optical path can act as polarizing

elements because of their possible optical anisotropy properties (diattenua-

tion, g, and retardance, d). Using a polarization-state analysis based on the

rotating quarter-wave plate method (33,34), we were able to model the exci-

tation path as a series of effective polarizing elements whose optical axis

orientation is denoted by q. In particular, the reflection on the dichroic

mirror introduces a notable retardance close to p/2 that could be partially

compensated by inserting a quarter-wave plate (WPQ05M-488, Thorlabs)

in the excitation path. The remaining effective polarizing elements were

completely characterized and modeled (with parameters q, g, and d, sum-

marized in Table S1) to be accounted for in the data analysis. We dealt in

the same way with the collection path where weak polarization distortions

could be observed (Table S1). All measured polarization distortions were

introduced in the theoretical model developed for polarization-resolved

analysis (details are given in the Supporting Material). Note that these dis-

tortions are seen to be achromatic over the detection spectral range of the

measurement, as ascertained by constant excitation-polarization-resolved

data obtained in homogeneous samples (solution, giant unilamellar vesicles

(GUVs)) in different detection spectral regions. Measurements consist of

recording a stack of 90 images, obtained by varying the angle ak between

a1 ¼ 0� (with respect to the horizontal axis of the sample) and a90 ¼ 178�

by steps of 2�. Typically, 150 � 150-pixel images were recorded with

100-ms pixel dwell time, yielding to an acquisition duration of ~5 min,

including instrument communication delays.
Theoretical model and data processing

The polarization-resolved steady-state fluorescence intensity is modeled

using a formalism similar to that previously developed for two-photon fluo-

rescence (21), except that here the signal is not analyzed and is therefore

insensitive to depolarization processes at the emission. This model is based

on the expression of the polarization dependence of the excitation photose-

lection of an ensemble of molecules, whose angular extent is defined by a

molecular angular distribution function. The steady-state fluorescence

intensity emitted by an ensemble of dipoles whose orientation is contained

within an angular distribution function, fjðq;4Þ, is written as

Ir;j;hðaÞ ¼
Z2p

0

d4

Zp

0

dq sin q
��~mðq;4; r; hÞ ,~EðaÞ��2

� fjðq;4ÞJðq;4; r; hÞ;
(1)

where the square modulus represents the excitation probability for an

absorption transition dipole, ~m, to be excited by an electric field, ~E, with

a linear state of polarization along an angle a with respect to the x axis

in the sample plane. In this model, a complete expression of~E is introduced,

including all polarization distortions measured in the set-up (see Supporting

Material). ðq;4Þ defines the orientation of~m in the local frame of the mem-

brane (x, y, z) (Fig. S2 A). ðr;hÞ defines the orientation of the distribution

function in the macroscopic laboratory frame (X, Y, Z) (Fig. S2 C). The

function J represents the detection probability of fluorescence and takes

into account the numerical aperture of the objective lens (13). Following
the methodology introduced by Axelrod (13), this function is recalculated

to account for the polarization distortions occurring in the detection path

of the microscope (see Supporting Material; note that we confirmed that

the efficiency of the detector used in this study is not dependent on the

detected polarization).

The normalized function, fjðq;4Þ, describes the dipole orientation distri-
bution that is modeled by a full cone of aperture j whose symmetry axis is

oriented at angle r with respect to the x axis, and an out-of-plane angle h.

Depending on the lipid probe structure, the function fjðq;4Þ can take

different forms. In the case of a lipid probe whose dipoles lie along the

membrane lipid molecules (such as di-8-ANEPPQ) (Fig. S2 A), the angular

distribution in the frame of the membrane is written as

fjðq;4Þ ¼

8><
>:

1

4p sin2ðj=4Þ if q%j=2

0 otherwise

: (2)

In the case of a lipid probe whose dipoles lie perpendicular to the membrane

lipid molecules (such as DiIC18, 1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethyl
indocarbocyanine perchlorate) (Fig. S2 B), the angular distribution in the

frame of the membrane is written as

fjðq;4Þ ¼

8<
:

1

4p sinðj=2Þ if ðp� jÞ=2%q%ðpþ jÞ=2

0 otherwise

:

(3)

Whatever the shape of the distribution function, one can show that the

dependence on a in Eq. 1 can be written as a finite Fourier series

Ir;j;hðaÞ ¼ I0½1þ Ar;j;h cosð2aÞ þ Br;j;h sinð2aÞ�; (4)

with

Ar;j;h ¼ 2

I0p

Zp

0

da Ir;j;hðaÞcosð2aÞ

Zp
Br;j;h ¼ 2

I0p
0

da Ir;j;hðaÞsinð2aÞ; (5)

and I0 ¼ 1=p
R p

0
da Ir;j;hðaÞ. Moreover, if h is assumed to be zero, any set

ðr;jÞ gives a unique set ðAr;j;Br;jÞ. Conversely, knowing A and B allows

us to retrieve ðr;jÞ unambiguously (as shown in simulations; Fig. S3). The

assumption h ¼ 0� supposes that the information is measured close to the

equatorial plane of the cell membranes in which the fluorophore orientation

lies close to the sample plane. This treatment is valid until the cell curvature

becomes large (n ~ 45�) (see below).
In practice, the selection of the relevant pixels to be analyzed is per-

formed on the basis of the total fluorescence image obtained by summing

for each pixel photon counts obtained for all angles ak . First, to ensure

good precision (see discussion below), only pixels with >5000 counts are

considered. Pixels corresponding to the membrane signal are manually

selected by the operator using a polygon selection tool. For each selected

pixel, the photon counts, IexpðakÞ, are added to those of the neighbor pixels,
yielding a binning of 3 � 3 pixels. Then, for each pixel, experimental

coefficients Aexp and Bexp are computed using

Aexp ¼ 2

I0N

XN
k¼ 1

IexpðakÞcosð2akÞ
Biophysical Journal 105(1) 127–136
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2 XN

Bexp ¼

I0N k¼ 1

IexpðakÞsinð2akÞ; (6)

where I0 ¼ 1=N
PN

k¼1IexpðakÞ. The corresponding ðr;jÞ angles are

retrieved by finding within a set ðAr;j;Br;jÞ (where r and j have been

sampled every degree) the angle closest to ðAexp;BexpÞ, i.e., the one that

minimizes the quantity ðAr;j � AexpÞ2 þ ðBr;j � BexpÞ2. The validity of

the obtained ðr;jÞ angles is assessed by calculating the normalized

chi-square value,

c2 ¼ 1

N

XN
k¼ 1

�
IexpðakÞ � ItheoryðakÞ

�2
s2
k

; (7)

where ItheoryðakÞ ¼ I0½1þ Ar;j cosð2akÞ þ Br;j sinð2akÞ� and the variance

s2k is assumed to be equal to the photon counts ItheoryðakÞ, in agreement

with Poisson statistics of low photon counts. Data corresponding to c2>5

are discarded (Fig. S4). Thanks to this procedure, measurements that are

affected by instabilities such as by sample drift, membrane local motion,

photobleaching, etc., and therefore differ from theory by more than what

is expected from photon shot noise, are systematically rejected.

The retrieved j and r data are shown as histograms for single cells, for

~12 cells (~4000 pixels), and by bar graphs with average values indicating

the mean 5 SE over all pixels. Statistical significance was determined and

P values were calculated with an analysis of variance one-way Tukey HSD

test. This representation specifically allows evaluation of heterogeneities

from cell to cell as well as within the whole investigated population.

Note that for all data analysis related to membrane behaviors, a careful

inspection of the total fluorescence image of the cell ensures that statistics

are made on cell membrane parts that are clearly isolated and not part of an

accumulation of membranes of size above the diffraction limit.
Sensitivity to out-of plane orientations

Measurements and simulations have been performed to investigate the

range of validity of the model and results developed below, in the case of

excitation-polarization-resolved fluorescence data recorded at a different

plane of the membrane than the equatorial plane for which h ¼ 0�. Mea-

surements of (r, j) were performed on a COS-7 cell membrane contour

at different heights, Z, above the sample surface (cell adherence plane)

(Fig. S5). As expected, j is overestimated when h increases, since the

cone projection in the sample plane tends toward a more isotropic distribu-

tion function when this cone is tilted out of the sample plane. The bias on j

is nevertheless seen to remain quite low for a few-micrometers range of

variation of Z around the equatorial plane of the cell membrane, showing

that the cell membrane 3D shape is well adapted to a robust measurement

of j. In theory, the bias on j increases with respect to h in a nonlinear way

(Fig. S5), which explains why increasing h leads to a low bias on j for rela-

tively low values of h (<20�). For a case where j¼ 120�, the bias is seen to
be within a 10% range when h reaches 45�. This shows that for experiments

allowing such a bias, data far above the equatorial plane of the membrane

can be measured. In a more constraining situation where only a few degrees

of error are accepted for the measurements of j, out-of-plane tilt angles of

h < 30� are still allowed.
Modeling the cell membrane spatial profile

The change of aperture of the cone distribution of di-8-ANEPPQmolecules

in COS-7 cell membranes upon different cell treatments can be directly

related to a modification of the spatial profile of the cell membrane contour.

To model this effect in a simple way and retrieve an order of magnitude of

the cell membrane shape modification, we assume that the value of j0

measured in cells under hypotonic shock is that of a flat membrane
Biophysical Journal 105(1) 127–136
(j0 ¼ 100�, averaged over 12 cells). We assume that nontreated cells

exhibit a lateral 1D profile of sinusoidal shape with amplitude A:

PðxÞ ¼ A� cosðx � ðn� p=dÞÞ, with d ¼ 100 nm the half lateral size

of the focal spot, n the number of period folds within this spot

lateral size. The whole cone aperture induced by this curvature is

Dj ¼ 2 atanðA� ðn� p=dÞÞ. The measured cone aperture is therefore

j ¼ Djþ j0, where j0 ¼ 100� is the cone aperture value in a flat cell

membrane. Finally, to deduce a cell membrane lateral 1D profile from a

measured j value, we use the function

Pdeducedðx;jÞ¼
�
tan

�
j� j0

2

�
� d

n � p

�
� cos

�
x� n�p

d

�

(8)

The first term in brackets is the amplitude of the membrane profile, which

depends on the number of periods of the sinusoid profile that is assumed

within the focal spot size. Assuming one period of membrane profile sinu-

soid in the focal spot size (n¼ 1), its amplitude is seen to reach a maximum

of 30 nm in the case of j ¼ 150�, which is the higher averaged value

observed in cells treated with jasplakinolide. The minimum measurable

amplitude is of the order of 2 nm, assuming a detection limit of j ¼ 5�.
These values are upper limits, since they are decreased in situations where

the profile contains more periods in the focal spot, according to Eq. 8.
RESULTS

We quantify orientational order by the extent of angular
freedom experienced by a molecule, using an angle called
c (Fig. 1, A and B), which defines the rotational hindrance
imposed by local molecular interactions in cell membranes
or protein assemblies. The average orientation of this
angular distribution is defined by the angles r (in the sample
plane) (Fig. 1, A and B) and h (tilt angle out of the sample
plane) (Fig. S2). Since fluorescence imaging primarily
addresses processes that occur in the sample plane, we
concentrate on orientational distributions in this plane
where only r is relevant (h ~ 0�). The most general case of
3D orientations is discussed below. Whereas the molecular
orientational order, j, is intrinsic to the sample and contains
biologically relevant information, the angle r depends on its
global orientation and needs to be decoupled from j. The
purpose of excitation-polarization-resolved fluorescence
imaging is to provide simultaneously information on both
j and r angles in each pixel of a fluorescence image.
Principle of excitation-polarization-resolved
fluorescence microscopy

The principle of the technique relies on the tuning of the
excitation photoselection. Several images of a sample are
recorded for a minimum of three linear, regularly spaced
input polarization directions in the sample plane, ranging
between 0� (along the horizontal axis of the image) and
180� (Fig. S1). The choice of number of input polarizations
is purely governed by the precision chosen for the orienta-
tional parameter determination, which indeed depends on
the total number of photons recorded for a given pixel
(Fig. S6). In this study, we represent a static picture of the



FIGURE 1 Schematics of the orientational order parameters of lipid

probes in the cell-membrane equatorial plane. (A) Lipid probe whose dipole

inserts into a cell membrane. (B) Lipid probe whose dipole lies along the

cell-membrane contour. (C) Stack of polarization-resolved fluorescence

data on a single COS-7 cell of arbitrary shape labeled with di-8-ANEPPQ.

Polarization-resolved data recorded for one pixel in the membrane contour

are shown with 90 input polarizations (shown schematically in the inset).

(D) Retrieved image of the local orientation angle, r. (E) Corresponding

image for j. Both images are superimposed with the fluorescence intensity

image in greyscale. Scale bars, 10 mm (C–E).
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sample and chose 90 polarization steps in the measurement,
which takes a few minutes of recording. This allows a pre-
cision of ~2� on the retrieved angle (r) and order (j) param-
eters. Increasing the dynamics is possible by reducing the
number of input polarizations, but with a cost of lower
precision (typically four polarization steps leads to a 10�

precision). Reaching a few degrees precision with a faster
dynamics (typically a rate of 1/s) is nevertheless possible
using confocal-like parallel imaging such as that obtained
with Nipkow-type spinning disk devices (34).

The details of the set-up are described in the Materials
and Methods section. Implementing several input polariza-
tion directions into a microscope requires careful control
of the polarization state at the focal point of the objective,
especially for intermediate polarizations that are neither
horizontal nor vertical. We developed for this purpose a
polarization diagnostic tool that can rapidly identify polari-
zation distortions due to the optical set-up (see Materials
and Methods). These distortions are mostly corrected for
by an optical compensation, with the remaining corrections
included in the data analysis process together with the
collection polarization distortions (Table S1). The fluores-
cence is recorded without any analyzer; therefore, the data
are only sensitive to the variation of the photoselection
and not to the emission process. This makes the technique
insensitive to depolarization processes occurring in the
sample, which could arise, for instance, from homo-FRET
between neighbor molecules. Finally, the recorded signal
is analyzed in a simple and fast way to directly retrieve
information on the local molecule’s averaged orientation
(r) and order (j). The data processing relies on a Fourier
series decomposition of the polarization-resolved signal,
recorded in every pixel of the image (Fig. 1 C). From this
analysis, the r and j parameters can be retrieved indepen-
dently by solving a basic optimization problem for which
the solution is unique (see Materials and Methods) (Figs.
S3 and S4). This procedure leads finally to images of r

(Fig. 1 D) and j (Fig. 1 E), with the latter including direct
information on the spatial repartition of molecular orienta-
tional order in the sample. These images are obtained within
a processing time of a few hundred milliseconds.
Sensitivity to local membrane morphology

A preliminary analysis was performed on model membranes
to validate the method. Artificial lipid membranes made
of DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-3-phosphatidylcholine) GUVs,
labeled with the fluorescent lipid probe di-8-ANEPPQ
(Fig. 1 A) exhibit a uniform molecular orientational order
with c ¼ 95� 5 4� (Fig. S7). An angle of j ¼ 70� 5 6�

is obtained for DiIC18, for which the positioning of the
membrane is found to be along the membrane contour
(Fig. S8). These numbers are very close to the order values
obtained in similar systems using fluorescence anisotropy
(14,21). The standard deviation of j is limited by the mea-
surement noise, which confirms the remarkable homogene-
ity of molecular orientational order in such single-lipid
vesicles.

The molecular orientational order of lipid probes in cell
membranes exhibits a much different behavior (Fig. 1 E).
Live (37�C) COS-7 fibroblastlike cell membranes labeled
with di-8-ANEPPQ show a very heterogeneous molecular
orientational order around the cell contour on its equatorial
plane, with a visible isotropic behavior in the cell cyto-
plasm. Next to the membrane, a clear disorder is also
visible, which we attribute to internalized lipid probes,
internal membrane regions, or vesicles. The average angular
Biophysical Journal 105(1) 127–136
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aperture j around the cell membrane is quite large (j ~
120�), which confirms previous observations in two-photon
microscopy obtained with a less direct analysis (21). The j
image also shows that the distribution of j values is much
larger than the expected precision of the measurement (a
few degrees). Although the disordered parts of the cell
membrane show high j values of ~150� (Fig. 2 A), its
most ordered parts reach j ~ 100� (Fig. 2 B). This behavior
can most likely be attributed to the characteristic membrane
morphology, which is much more perturbed than in a GUV
membrane, which is tense by nature. The cell membrane,
in particular, undergoes strong perturbations due to the
interaction of membrane proteins with the cytoskeleton
and with the substrate, but also due to trafficking and
its intrinsic molecular heterogeneity. We observed further-
more that regions of high molecular disorder are correlated
with high intensity (Fig. 2, A and B), which is compatible
with folded parts of the membrane where molecules
accumulate at a scale below the diffraction limit of the
microscope, or other types of lipid accumulation at the
proximity of the plasma membrane, such as in internal
membranes or submicrometer-scale vesicles. Since this
technique is insensitive to potential homo-FRET between
molecules, the retrieved information is relevant even in
regions where molecules are highly concentrated, which is
likely to occur in wrinkled parts of the cell membrane.
The j image can ultimately be used to quantify the mem-
brane fold sizes, which might be reached if wrinkles were
the primary origin of molecular disorder. For this purpose,
we modeled the membrane profile using a sinusoidal shape
FIGURE 2 Zoomed areas of j images in COS-7 cell labeled with di-8-ANEP

2 mm. The histograms of j are shown together with the correlation plot betwee

angles) and j in the zoomed region. (C) Simulated 1D profile (cell-membrane

sinusoidal shape, for measured cone apertures of j ¼ 150� (left) and j ¼ 120� (
is illustrated. The lateral extent of the profile is shown within the focal spot siz
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in one dimension (see Materials and Methods). Supposing
that the membrane is locally flat when j is lowest (j ¼
100�), we deduce that its amplitude reaches 10 nm for
j ¼ 120�, and 30 nm for highly disordered regions
(j ~150�) (Fig. 2 C). In this model, one period of sinusoidal
profile is assumed within the 200-nm-diameter length of the
focal volume (see Materials and Methods); therefore, these
values have to be considered as higher limits. The order of
magnitude of the wrinkle amplitude obtained in this study
is consistent with previous estimations of the membrane
profile extent obtained using invasive or indirect methods
(2,25–27). Note that this simplified curved-membrane
model includes effects that cannot be discriminated in this
measurement. First, the membrane shape fluctuations are
highly dynamic; therefore, the retrieved membrane profile
is an average over a time much larger than the timescale
of the fluctuations. Second, the measurement reflects the
behavior of molecules distributed within a whole focal
volume of 200-nm lateral size, within which other phenom-
ena are likely to occur: internalization, membrane traf-
ficking, vesicle formation, etc. Nevertheless, this averaged
quantity, similar to those obtained from other techniques
dedicated to membranes (in particular, FCS and GP
analyses) is representative of an overall morphological
behavior that can be precisely measured when the cell
nature or environment is affected.

To explore the efficiency of this technique in reporting
membrane morphological changes, we investigated how
molecular orientational order responded to different drugs
affecting the actin network of the cells (Fig. 3). Single cells
PQ. (A) Heterogeneous disordered region. (B) Ordered region. Scale bars,

n intensity (total number of photons summed over all incident polarization

relative height) of the lateral dimension of the cell membrane, assuming a

right) (see text). The change of orientation of the cone along the membrane

e of 200 nm.



FIGURE 3 Effect of actin perturbation on molecular order in COS-7 cells

labeled with di-8-ANEPPQ. (A) j maps (superimposed on the fluorescence

intensity image) and corresponding histograms for a typical cell under con-

ditions of (top to bottom) no treatment, and treatment with hypotonic shock,

cytochalasin D, latrunculin A, and jasplakinolide. A schematic representa-

tion of the membrane local morphology is shown. (B) Histograms of the

measured j values for 12 cells from each treatment group (gray represents

the reference histogram with no treatment). (C) Mean 5 SE values for

each treatment. All cases show significant differences (P < 10�5) except

for cytochalasin D and latrunculin A. Scale bars, 10 mm.

FIGURE 4 Effect of cholesterol depletion on molecular order in COS-7

cells labeled with di-8-ANEPPQ using cholesterol oxidase (Chol. ox.)

and combined treatments. (A) j maps superimposed on the fluorescence

intensity image and corresponding histograms for a typical cell for treat-

ment conditions (top to bottom) Chol. ox. at 1 m/mL and 5 m/mL and at

1 m/mL combined with hypotonic shock and latrunculin A. (B) Histograms

of the measured j values of 12 cells for the respective treatment groups in

A (gray, reference histogram with no cholesterol depletion; blue, reference

histogram with hypotonic shock or latrunculin A). (C) Mean 5 SE values

represented for each treatment. All cases show significant differences

(P < 10�5). Scale bars, 10 mm.
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are illustrated in Fig. 3 A, and distributions of j over 12 cells
are reported in Fig. 3 B. The j distributions of single cells
visibly resemble those obtained from a population of cells,
which shows that heterogeneities are intrinsic to a single
sample. Mechanical disruption of the cytoskeleton by a
hypotonic shock leads to an increase of molecular orienta-
tional order, an effect that is also observed using cytocha-
lasin D, a drug that provokes actin depolymerization.
Latrunculin A, an actin polymerization inhibitor, leads to
a somewhat similar effect, with additional heterogeneities.
jasplakinolide, which stabilizes actin filaments, provokes a
new population of high disorder at j ~ 150�, which seems
to be correlated with the visible additional membrane wrin-
kles around its contour, but also with invisible features
occurring at the subdiffraction scale. Interestingly, DiIC18

undergoes similar molecular orientational order changes
under cytoskeleton perturbations, except in the case of
cytochalasin D, whose cell membrane exhibits unexpected
patches, which we attribute to damage from interactions
with the lipid probe (Fig. S9).
Modification of lipid orientational order upon
cholesterol depletion

Lipid orientational behavior is also governed by the mem-
brane molecular content, which drives lipid packing (14).
To explore the contribution of molecular orientational order
to lipid organization when local polarity changes, we
induced cholesterol depletion in the COS-7 cell membrane
using cholesterol oxidase, which specifically converts
cholesterol into cholestenone, and methyl-b-cyclodextrin
(MBCD), which removes cholesterol from the membrane.
Under low concentrations, both treatments induce a shift
of the whole population toward a slightly higher molecular
orientational order (Figs. 4 and S10), which indicates either
a local morphology change or an increased rigidity of the
local environment surrounding the lipid probes. At higher
concentration, the behavior is reversed and orientational
Biophysical Journal 105(1) 127–136
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disorder is clearly appearing, even though the apparent
macroscopic morphology of the cell does not change. This
indicates that under high depletion conditions (which are
known to induce a strong lipid disorder), lipid probes also
tend to undergo more orientational freedom.

Treatments combining cholesterol depletion with actin
cytoskeleton perturbation were also performed to measure
possible correlations between lipid packing and the nature
of cytoskeleton filaments in close interaction with the
membrane. When the treatments are applied in cells whose
wrinkles are removed due to a preliminary hypotonic shock,
a shift to even higher orientational order is visible, as if
lipid packing orientational order could be probed with
higher sensitivity thanks to membrane smoothing (Fig. 4).
When cholesterol depletion is performed on a cell deprived
of polymerized cytoskeleton (latrunculin A), the change of
orientational order is slightly reversed and highly hetero-
geneous, indicating that an intact cytoskeleton filament is
required to produce a reaction of lipid-packing ordering to
cholesterol depletion. Note that these combined treatments
lead to similar results for cholesterol oxidase and methyl-
b-cyclodextrin.
DISCUSSION

We implemented an excitation-polarization-resolved fluo-
rescence technique that can quantify molecular orientational
order along the whole contour of a cell membrane, offering
the possibility of studying orientational behavior of lipids
under conditions that can lead to heterogeneous populations
of cells.

We show in particular that in unperturbed cells, the orien-
tational order value, j, can be used as a direct signature
of the local membrane morphology, able to report mem-
brane accumulations (folds, attached internal membranes,
or vesicles) of smaller scale than the diffraction limit. These
accumulations are seen as regions richer in lipid probes and
angularly more disoriented. j is, moreover, a sensitive
signature to slight modifications of the local membrane
morphology, given that a change of a few degrees (corre-
sponding to the precision of the measurements; see
Fig. S6) is the signature of changes of the membrane profile
amplitude of ~2 nm (see Materials and Methods). In partic-
ular, these wrinkles are globally removed by treatments
affecting the actin cytoskeleton and locally enhanced
when cells are treated with jasplakinolide (Fig. 3), which
is known to induce confined regions with a high content
of disordered polymeric actin (35). In this study, we demon-
strate that these regions essentially occur at a subdiffraction
scale, and we show a method of quantifying their spatial
amplitude in a noninvasive way. This determination is an
important piece of information that could, for instance,
allow investigation into the role of topology effects in
measurement methodologies potentially affected by them,
such as FCS.
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This mechanical interpretation supposes that there is no
strong influence of a lower-scale lipid packing (driving lipid
orientational freedom at the molecular scale) on the
retrieved molecular orientational order. We implemented a
measurement of lipid packing using GP, which exploits
the spectral sensitivity of lipid probes to local polarity and
is able to inform on the presence of lipid ordered domains
in the membrane (36). GP measurements were performed
on di-8-ANEPPQ in the same set-up, using the same meth-
odology as in Owen et al. (36) (see Supporting Material).
di-8-ANEPPQ exhibits a molecular structure similar to
that of the well-known styryl-like lipid order probe di-4-
ANEPPDHQ (36), and it is expected to reflect lipid ordered
phases in its blue side emission (~540 nm), whereas its
presence in lipid disordered phases would enhance its red
side emission (~675 nm). In untreated cells, no significant
difference in j values was observable between these two
spectral channels, showing that if distinct lipid phases
were present in the cell, the dye experienced similar orien-
tational disorder in these domains. This is most probably
due to the fact that the morphological complexity of the
cell membrane prevails over all other possibly weaker
molecular-scale disorder effects.

Forcing the membrane lipid packing to undergo stronger
changes, however, revealed the sensitivity of orientational
order to lipid packing. Measurements were performed under
different conditions of cholesterol depletion, which is
known to strongly modify lipid packing properties in cell
membranes. Under relatively low depletion concentration,
a slightly higher orientational order appears (Fig. 4), which
corroborates previous observations of increased membrane
stiffness (28), decreased lateral mobility of membrane pro-
teins (37), and increased degree of lipid packing (30). For
the cell membranes investigated in this work, a GP increase
was detectable for both cholesterol oxidase and MBCD,
clearly correlating with the increase in orientational order
(Fig. S11). When cholesterol depletion was brought to a
much higher level, a GP decrease was observed, correlating
with a decrease in orientational order (Fig. S11). This
decrease in lipid packing under a high dose of cholesterol
depletion is also consistent with previous observations in
cell membranes (29). Overall, these observations show the
strong relationship between lipid packing and orientational
order when cholesterol content is affected in cells, empha-
sizing the connection between local mechanical constraint
and polarity.

It has been shown, however, that actin-filament attach-
ment sites are strongly interrelated with the presence of lipid
ordered domains (28,37), recognized as high packing sites
with decreased fluidity (31). The mechanical property of
the membrane therefore rather depends on both the organi-
zation of the submembrane cytoskeleton (and its attachment
to the membrane) and on the physical properties of the
lipid membrane itself. This statement is confirmed by our
measurement of combined cytoskeleton disruption (using
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latrunculin A) and cholesterol depletion, which cancels the
order effect and leads to a highly heterogeneous response.
This indicates that the absence of polymerized actin in the
proximity of the membrane hampers the action of lipid
packing. This is in agreement with previous findings in
similar conditions (38), reporting a faster lipid motion due
to the absence of diffusion barriers (39) and an abrogation
of the stiffening effect (28). Actin filaments attached to the
membrane thus favor the existence of ordered lipid domains,
which is directly visible in lipid packing and orientational
order properties at the molecular scale. Finally, experiments
performed on a disrupted cytoskeleton (hypotonic shock) in
combination with cholesterol depletion show the opposite
behavior with an increased order. Hypotonic shock probably
preserves the stabilizing function of the cytoskeleton, which
therefore maintains a strengthening effect on the membrane.
Under such conditions, the membrane morphology is also
smoothened, which probably makes the measured quantity
more sensitive to lipid packing changes.

Overall, this technique appears to be capable of providing
unique complementary information on subresolution-scale
morphological features in cell membranes. However, to
achieve a finer measurement of orientational freedom at
the molecular scale in lipid domains would necessitate
combining excitation-polarization-resolved fluorescence
with lipid packing measurement in the membrane, and to
account for the inevitable role of the cytoskeleton.
CONCLUSION

We have developed an excitation-polarization-resolved fluo-
rescence microscopy technique based on an epiconfocal
configuration that is able to circumvent the limitations of
fluorescence anisotropy and linear dichroism schemes.
This scheme allows the quantification of molecular orienta-
tional order in cell membranes of arbitrary shapes and shows
its relation to local subdiffraction-scale morphology, local
lipid environment, and membrane stiffness. These proper-
ties can be probed locally in a noninvasive way, which yields
new (to our knowledge) perspectives on the architecture of
biomolecular assembly. This technique can be exploited
in a large variety of biological processes, addressing hetero-
geneous behaviors (such as proteins clustering in signaliza-
tion sites, local perturbations induced by cell mechanics
under stress, trafficking, or migration) and giving structural
insight into biomolecular assemblies (such as insoluble
fibril formation in cells or tissues).
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Figure S1. Polarization resolved fluorescence set-up, polarization distortion characterization and 

correction. (A) Scheme of the experimental setup. A half waveplate (HWP) mounted on a rotating 

stage allows to rotate sequentially the polarization state of the electric field in the sample plane. The 

quarter wave plate (QWP) is used to compensate the large amount of elliptical distortion brought by 

the dichroic mirror in the excitation path. (B) Left, ideal linearly polarized field. Right, residual 

polarization distortions after compensation by the QWP. 
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Figure S2. Definition of the orientation distribution function and angles used in the model. (A) di-8-

ANEPPQ lipid probe orientation in the membrane leaflets (the green arrow represents the direction 

of its absorption transition dipole moment with respect to the molecule), orientation ( ) of the 

molecules in the cone microscopic frame (x,y,z). (B) DiIC18 orientation along the membrane contour. 

(C) 3D orientation ( ) of the distribution function in the (X,Y,Z) macroscopic frame. (X,Y) defines the 

sample plane in which the incident polarization lies, Z is the propagation direction. 
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Figure S3. Reference maps for data processing. Simulated colormaps illustrating the unambiguous 

relationship between the coefficients (A, B) (coordinates) and the values  (color scale, angles 

are in degrees). (A) for the di-8-ANEPPQ lipid probe; (B) for the DiIC18 lipid probe. Top: ideal optical 

system with no polarization distortions; bottom: with the polarization distortions of the system used 

in this work. This graphic representation shows that for any couple of values (A,B), there is a unique 

solution ( ) (a direct read-out on the graphs leads to a unique color-value for   and a unique 

color-value for  ). This solution can be found by minimizing differences between experimental (A,B) 

values and computed (A,B) values which are directly related to an expected ( ) set of data. 
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Figure S4. Illustration of the data filtering procedure. Raw data are plotted with blue circles. The 

fitting theoretical curve is displayed in black. Below: corresponding plot of the residuals Iexp - Itheory. 

The range ± the standard deviations is represented by red curves. Left: in this case,  = 3.1 is below 

the rejection threshold. The retrieved values are  = 142° ± 1°,  = 7° ± 1°. Right: in this case, the 

measurement is affected by intensity fluctuations. The fit leads to  = 9, which is above the 

rejection threshold. This dataset is discarded. Note that both cases (left and right) pass the “number 

of photon” test, since their total intensity is above the 5000 photons threshold. The difference 

between the two data is in their fit quality (  value), introduced to remove the data containing 

artifacts that would lead to a biased psi (fluctuations of the membrane, motion of the sample, 

defocusing, bleaching…).  
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Fig. S5. Polarization resolved fluorescence measurements and simulations, out of the membrane 

equatorial plane. (A) definition of the out-of plane  angle in a cell membrane. (B) Fluorescence 

images of a COS-7 cell at different Z values above the sample adherence plane. (C) Average  value 

on the cell membrane contour, measured for each plane represented in (A). (D) Corresponding  

images. (E) Simulation of biased values from the modeled situation:  = 120°,  = 20°, for an 

increasing  from 0° to 90°. The data where generated using 5000 total number of photons. The 

error bars represent the standard deviation obtained from a set of 1000 simulated experiments 

generated with Poisson noise.  values are seen to vary only slightly for  < 45°. The main reason for 

this is that the molecular-optical field coupling occurs in the sample plane; therefore the intensity of 

the fluorescence light becomes negligible if the molecules are out of plane, which makes the 

technique highly selective for in-plane processes. The information retrieved is consequently robust to 

out-of-plane orientations until tilt angles up to 45°. 
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Fig. S6. Precision analysis. The precision of this method for measuring  and  has been assessed by 

means of Monte Carlo simulations. For a given set ( ), the theoretical dependence on  given by 

Eq. 1 has been simulated for a total intensity   counts. Using a Poisson random number 

generator, 1000 different artificial datasets have been generated, and processed by the method 

described above, allowing to measure the average values and standard deviations of the retrieved  

and  values. These simulations have been performed for several starting sets ( ), and are 

summarized in this figure. Black crosses indicate the starting values . The result is summarized 

by a rectangle whose center is located at the average of the retrieved values . The full width 

(and height) of the rectangle corresponds to twice the standard deviation on  (on , respectively). 

They show that in the range of  that is covered by this work, namely between 60° and 180°, the 

precision on  is better than 3° for this threshold intensity of 5000 counts. Moreover, this precision 

is getting better for higher intensities, since we have checked that it varies as . Histograms 

illustrate the retrieved values  for the case  = 160°,  = 130°, with the corresponding standard 

deviations. 
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Fig. S7. Validation of the method in a homogeneous sample: Giant Unilamellar Vesicles. DOPC (1,2-

dioleoyl-sn-3-phosphatidylcholine) Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (GUVs) were labeled with di-8-

ANEPPQ. The GUVs were prepared by electroformation with a molecular ratio of lipid probes to 

DOPC lipids of 1:1000. Such sample should lead to a homogeneous distribution of molecular order 

( ) around a perfectly spherical membrane. (A) -image superimposed with the fluorescence 

intensity image. (B) -image. For all the GUVs measured (about 10), is constant along the whole 

membrane contour with a value ~ 95°, with a standard deviation of 4° which is close to the value 

expected from a shot noise limited measurement. (C) image of the error factor 2, showing possibly 

discarded pixels for which 2 >5. (D) Resulting histogram of . 
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Fig. S8. Giant Unilamellar Vesicle labelled with DiI. DOPC GUVs were labeled with DiIC18 using the 

same conditions as for Fig. S7. For all the GUVs measured (10), a mean value of   ~ 70° is obtained 

with a standard deviation of 6°. (C) image of the error factor 2. (D) Resulting histogram of . The 

data analysis uses here the model represented in Fig S2B. 
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Fig. S9. Molecular order effect of actin perturbation in COS-7 cells labelled with DiIC18. (A)  maps 

(superimposed to the fluorescence intensity image) and corresponding histograms for a typical cell, 

from top to bottom: no treatment, Hypotonic shock, Cytochalasin D, Latrunculin A, Japlakinolide. (B) 

Histograms of the measured  values on 12 cells for each treatment (in grey: reference histogram 

with no treatment). (C) Average and SEM values represented for each treatment. All cases show 

significant differences (P < 10-5). Scale bars: 10 m. The intensity fluorescence image in the case of 

Cytochalasin D shows visible patches along the membrane contour that can explain the higher 

disorder obtained in this case, a priori not expected. 
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Fig. S10. Molecular order effect of cholesterol depletion in COS-7 cells labelled with di-8-ANEPPQ 

using methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MBCD) and combined treatments. (A)  maps (superimposed to the 

fluorescence intensity image) and corresponding histograms for a typical cell, from top to bottom: 

MBCD at 2.5 M, 100 M, and 2.5 M combined with hypotonic shock and latrunculin A (Lat A). (B) 

Histograms of the measured  values on 12 cells for each treatment (in grey: reference histogram 

with no cholesterol depletion, in blue: reference histogram (with hypotonic shock or Latrunculin A). 

(C) Average and SEM values represented for each treatment. All cases show significant differences (P 

< 10-5) except for Lat A. Scale bars: 10 m. 
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Generalized Polarization (GP) results on di-8-ANEPPQ. 

di-8-ANEPPQ is a styryl dye structurally and spectrally very similar to di-4-ANEPPDHQ (36), a lipid 

probe which undergoes strong spectral sensitivity to local polarity in the membrane. Such sensitivity 

was probed for di-8-ANEPPQ using a two-color simultaneous detection at 540nm and 675nm, 

similarly as for di-4-ANEPPDHQ (28aa). A simultaneous two-color detection imaging in conjunction 

with excitation polarization tuning was implemented using a dichroic mirror (BS605, Semrock) used 

for separation of the two wavelengths channels, one centered at 540nm and the other centered at 

675nm (H675/100, Semrock), directed towards two avalanche photodiodes. The detection dichroic 

was seen to not induce any additional dichroism effect, the GP factor being homogeneous in DOPC 

GUVs and solutions.  The generalized polarization factor (GP) is defined by a ratiometric comparison 

of the two color detected channels:  

 

The GP factor is measured only in pixels of the cells that have passed the selection for the 

orientational order  determination (see Fig. S4). For these pixels, an averaged GP is deduced from 

the accumulation of GP values over 10 cells (about 4000 pixels). The GP of all cells are compared to 

the one from untreated cells, set at value 0 for easier visualization (Fig. S10). Note that at the scale of 

an isolated cell, no strong correlation between GP and  at the pixel level is visible, which prevents 

any conclusion of clear interpretation of  as a lipid packing probe. This is most probably due to 

morphology effects which bring additional sources or disorder, but also to the relatively low 

efficiency of di-4-ANEPPDHQ as a lipid order probe (the shifts observed in GP upon cholesterol 

depletion are indeed not high as compared to values given for di-4-ANEPPDHQ in the literature (36). 
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Fig. S11. Generalized Polarization (GP) results on di-8-ANEPPQ in cholesterol depleted cells. 

Combined measurements of averaged  and GP for pixel populations taken over 10 cells. The psi 

values are similar for both color channels. GP values are shown relative to untreated cells for which 

GP = 0. Data are shown for chol. ox treatments (white markers) at low (1 u/mL, low  value) and high 

concentration (5 u/mL, high  value), and for MBCD treatments (black markers) at low (2.5 M, low  

value) and high concentration (100 M, high  value). The value obtained for untreated cells is 

shown for comparison (grey marker). Bars are SEM values over about 3000 pixels. The overall trend is 

a clear correlation between increasing GP values and decreasing  values. 

 

 

 



 

Polarization distortions 

 

Optical path Element No Orientation  (°) Diattenuation  Retardance  (°) 

Excitation 1 -16 0.28 22 

 2 39 0.24 -20.5 

Collection 3 79 0.20 140 

 4 80 0 12 

 5 127 0.2 12 

 

Table S1. Summary of the characteristics of polarization distortions in the optical setup. The 

polarization distortions are modelled by introducing virtual distorting optical elements characterized 

by their orientation, diattenuation and retardance. The angle  is the orientation of the fast axis of 

one optical element with respect to the horizontal axis X. The diattenuation  is the amplitude 

factor of the field along its slow axis. The retardance  is the phase shift of the field introduced along 

its slow axis. All these elements are obtained by fitting the characteristic curves obtained by applying 

the quarter wave plate technique in the optical path of the set-up, for different angles  of the 

incident linear polarization. For the excitation path, two elements were necessary to reproduce the 

measured distortions. For the detection path, three elements were necessary. 

 

Accounting for polarization distortions in the model 

The steady state fluorescence intensity emitted by an ensemble of dipoles which orientation is 

contained within an angular distribution function  is written as: 

 

    

 

Two types of polarization distortions should  be accounted for in this equation: 

 

Excitation path distortions 

To account for the distortions undergone by the excitation field , we replace the non distorted field 

(expressed here in the laboratory frame) 
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Where  is the field amplitude, by: 

  

 

Where M is the matrix product , which accounts for the 

distorsion parameters  summarized in Table S1 for the equivalent optical elements i=1,2 

acting as polarization distorsion sources (phase plates) in the excitation path, with: 

 

 

 

Detection path distortions 

In the detection path, the function  is the quantity affected by polarization distortions 

since it contains the information on how the radiation of emission dipoles is modified by optical 

elements acting as phase plates. Following the same methodology and notations introduced in (13), 

this function is re-calculated to account for the polarization distortions occurring in the detection 

path of the microscope. After calculating how emission dipoles’ radiation fields are affected by the 

equivalent phase plates summarized in Table S1, it is found that 

 is the sum of two polarized analysis X (horizontal) and Y 

(vertical) fluorescence emission components, which can be expressed as follows: 

 

 

 

where ( ) are polarization coupling factors which depend on the numerical aperture of the 

objective  as defined in (13),  and  an additional parameter representative of an 

additional emission polarization cross talk due to collection path distortions:  
14 
 



 

.  are the matrix elements of the product  

 , which depends on the distorsion parameters 

 summarized in Table S1 for all optical elements i=3,4,5 acting as polarization distortion 

sources in the detection path. 
15 
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